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Sahora by Samsonite - Travel made easy….
For a hassle-free holiday this year, make sure your trusted travel companion is the
eye-catching 350 Series Sahora range from Samsonite - with its durable lightweight design,
easy-access price point, handy compartments, speedy spinning wheels and smart "Piggy Back System", it
is perfect for travelling made easy!
Available in four stylish colours - majolica blue, red, graphite and black, Sahora is just the thing if
you’re looking for a designer look without chic boutique prices. The collection ranges from a hip bag
(£10) and shoulder bag (£10) to family-sized “Spinner" suitcases (£109), which has four wheels
that rotate through 360 degrees, for easy manoeverability to help a zippy airport getaway.
Say farewell to fears of boisterous baggage handlers - the Sahora hybrid luggage, despite being
lightweight, has protective panels made from the same robust material that is used for car bumpers and
crash helmets, for maximum protection!
Hit your holiday destination like a true A-Lister, with Sahora's "Piggy Back" System - upright suitcases
have an integrated hook which allows additional items of luggage to be attached to prevent the overloaded
weary traveller look at the airport! The beauty case (£34) and shoulder bag (£32) have integrated
pockets designed to exactly the same width as the retractable handle of the Sahora Uprights, so the bag
fits securely over the top of the handle – a sleek way to carry multiple items of luggage when
traveling alone. Chic cabin-sized cases are available (for as little as £69) for a slick city tripper
look, and the duffle-on-wheels (from £55) is great for a softer casual look.
The practical interior organisation of the range includes: large laundry pockets to keep dirty
washing away from new purchases; packing straps to guarantee a crease-free collection of clothes;
key hangers to prevent frantic last-minute key searching and
anti-theft pockets for confidence at all times when traveling. Packing and travelling are made as easy
as possible, so not a minute of holiday time will be wasted!
The Sahora range has been recently extended to include a new matching casual range of distinctive
casual briefcases (from £34) and laptop backpacks (from £17). Each laptop backpack has a
specially-designed molded thermoformed back panel for a perfect fit on the back - to make working
as easy as holidaying!
Look out for the Sahora range featuring on Samsonite's TV commercials this Spring.
For more information and details of stockists please contact Samsonite on 01895 855755 or go to
www.samsonite.com.
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